Linear and Non-linear difference equations are appeared in many fields of applied mathematics, engineering and physical problems such as natural phenomena, social and economical systems which have essentially discrete elements.
Introduction
Unlike differential equations, difference equations theory neither in principles and methods of solving nor in theoretical discussions on existence and uniqueness of solution, hasn't been improved.
These equations which are discrete corresponded to differential equations, could be seen in subjects like combinatorics, graph theory and in general discrete systems.
In this paper we regard concept of discrete additive derivative to solve linear difference equations in form of analytic and by using discrete multiplicative derivative, nonlinear equations would be solved.
In addition to mathematics, these kinds of equations can be seen in mathematical models of physical, engineering, natural phenomena and social and economical systems which have essentially discrete elements.
If we could correspond discrete mathematical model to physical and natural problems, there would be natural conformity. Unfortunately as it was mentioned, there is no succeed in discrete methods and there are many limitations and troubles in expanding of solution methods.
Linear difference equations
To solve linear difference equations, we use the meaning of discrete additive derivative of discrete function
and its invariant function for this kind of derivative are as follows; f (x) = 2 x . [5] , [6] Now consider the differential equations that their derivatives are discrete additive:
According to Euler's theory, general solution of differential equations are the same as solutions of ordinary differential equations. We write them in form of linear combination from invariant functions of this kind of derivative:
It is easy to show that by n-time derivative from proposed invariant function, we have:
Now by Substituting above derivatives in the discrete differential equation (1), we obtain:
Which F (λ) is a characteristic Algebraic equation corresponded to (1) differential equation and is written as follows;
According to nonzero exponential term (λ + 1) x , we will find roots of F (λ) and write general solution of (1) differential equation, in the form of following linear combination:
Now consider equation (1) with the following initial conditions:
We'll reach to follow Algebraic system to evaluate arbitrary constants c 1 , . . . , c n ,
That above system determinant is the same as Vandermonde determinant. Since all λ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , n are distinct, the determinant is nonzero.
Nonlinear difference equations
To solve this kind of equations, we first remark discrete multiplicative derivative concept. We have discrete multiplicative derivative of discrete function of f : Z → R in form of:
We can easily see that invariant function of this kind of differentiation of discrete function is the following:
Where C is an arbitrary constant. [6] Now, we use the invariant function of this kind of differentiation and consider the general solution of differential equation with discrete multiplicative derivative as:
Where λ is a real number. It can be shown that,
The general form of the second order discrete differential equation with multiplicative derivative is:
That initial conditions are:
Let's now turn to solve them by using invariant function (10) and substituting in differential equation (11), characteristic equation is obtained:
Then we obtain roots λ 1 and λ 2 , of this equation and by using (10), we write general solution.
Remark 1: Differential equation with discrete multiplicative derivative (11) can be shown as:
This equation can be written as the following difference equation:
Obviously, it is a nonlinear difference equation.
Example 1:
Consider nonlinear difference equation:
That is given by initial condition:
By choosing a = 0, b = 1, above difference equation obtains from (12). Since characteristic equation of nonlinear equation is λ 2 − 1 = 0, its distinct roots are λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = −1 thus, its general solution is
Where c (0 x ) 2 = 1, therefore we have:
Now by considering the initial conditions:
We have the exact analytic solution of this problem in the following form:
We can easily show that given solution satisfies in initial conditions of problem and nonlinear difference equation. For example the third order equation is written as follows;
Where a, b, c are real constants. Therefore, we can write general solution by finding characteristic equation and its roots, as it follows:
Hence the general solution of the third equation in the following form is:
Where λ i ; i = 1, 2, 3 are the distinct real roots of algebraic equation.
Non-Homogenous Linear Difference Equation
As we saw in the first section, for linear difference equations as:
Which the derivative is a discrite additive derivative. The general solution is in form of following linear combinations:
In this section we are going to consider and solve the following non-homogenous linear difference equations:
Which non-homogenous term f (x) is in form of a polynomial as follows:
We use power order function that has been introduced in [3] to use indefinite coefficients method which is used in ordinary differential equations:
For to above function we consider:
and then k X functions for k = 01, 2, · · · , n are linear independent. According to power order function we can write:
By continuing this method, the non-homogenous term can be written as follows:
Now we solve the second order non-homogenous difference equation by using this method.
Consider a particular solution corresponding to non-homogenous term as follows:
By additive discrete differentiation of (13) we get
By replacing offered solution and its derivatives we have:
If we equalize both sides coefficient of power order function, we have:
By solving algebraic system (14) we have:
Example 2:
Consider the assumed solution as:
By additive discrete differentiation from each side we have:
By replacing in difference equation we get:
If we equalize the equation each side coefficient we get:
By calculating it we have:
Which can be get by replacing the coefficient in particular solution of nonhomogenous equation.
Let's now turn to a case that non-homogenous term can be in form of an arbitrary function in this case we use changing parameter method in nonhomogenous ordinary differential equations to each particular solution.
We consider the particular solution as follows:
By additive discrete differentiation and replacing them in difference equation (8) according to conditions on c k (x) we reach to the following system:
assume that determinate of above system is not zero, that is:
Solution of above system is so
Δ nk (x) are minor determinants which known column is instead of mentioned coefficient column.
By using the meaning of discrete derivative and integral for coefficients of this system, we have:
So the particular solution of non-homogenous difference equation is written as:
where α α 0 is the discrete additive integral, which has been introduced in [3] .
Remark 2:
The properties of discrete additive derivative and integration have been considered more in [6] .
Conclusion
As it was mentioned in abstract and introduction of this article, linear and nonlinear equations appear in many natural, physical, engineering systems. Specially environment and population phenomena. So we can solve a large number of these equations in form of either linear or nonlinear as it was mentioned in first and second sections.
